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aerosoft madeira x for fsx and fs2004 is now available for download. the new update brings v1.01 of the airport design,
v2.01 for fsx and 3.13 for fs2004. the airports are now with full high definition meshes and textures. the vehicles traffic
is also added. a must for your southern flights! just got back from the dfc, which was awesome! i learned some new
stuff, met a lot of great people and had a lot of fun. i was able to finally get my wife to fly with me. we flew with the
great maverick air from atlanta, ga. they are the best! i also got to fly an aerosoft-built a319 with the best g forces i
have ever had! with maverick air, i didn't know what to expect at all, but i was blown away! on the way back, i was able
to get another aerosoft-built a321, this time with the great easa. and guess what? i got to fly it in the clouds. having my
wife fly with me and flying an aerosoft-built plane in the clouds, was something i will never forget. i would have to say it
was the best experience of my life. i was able to do it, but it was really the whole team that did it. these two great
companies were able to come together to make my dream of getting my wife to fly possible. i would like to thank all of
the people that made this possible for me and my wife. we really appreciate it! the whole trip was a huge success. i
would like to thank easa for allowing me to join them and talk about flying simulator x. also, i would like to thank
aerosoft for making a beautiful aircraft that everyone can enjoy and everyone who has bought the easa boeing 737
simulator can enjoy for many years to come. i would also like to thank the many people that were involved in making
this trip possible. i would like to thank kevin, rich, mike, buzz, jeff, richard, joe, mark, and the rest of the staff that i
met, i am in their debt. i would also like to thank everyone that worked on the planes for aerosoft, especially mark, ari,
matt, and pat. i would also like to thank my wife and children for putting up with me for this long, and my parents for
putting up with me, and my father in law for letting me borrow his car to drive me around. lastly, i would like to thank
everyone that came to the dfc and supported me and others.
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